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Both the energy transition and a stable 
recycling economy are inconceivable 
without thermal waste treatment.

In waste incineration plants, biomass 
plants and fluidised bed plants, high
quality tube wall protection tiles are 
essential for thermal energy recovery.

With our inhouse VGTSystem, we 
offer our customers tube wall 
protection tiles that can be used 
universally in all incineration cham
bers, with outstanding quality manu
factured in Germany.

We manufacture our tiles on vibratory 
presses with the tightest tolerances.

Batch traceability, as well as 
continuous quality controls of raw 
materials, pressed production and kiln 
fired tiles, always guarantee the 
highest quality.

Our tiles are available nitrided single 
and double fired. In our second firing, 
we finish our tiles with a glaze, that 
provides additional protection against 
infiltration without the addition of 
further glassforming agents.

Our range includes our Stadard tile in 
2tube and 3tube versions, radial tiles 
and other shaped tiles according to 
customer requirements. We also 
supply the appropriate backfilling 
compound in the highest quality.

Our range of 
tube wall protection tiles

VGTSystem standard tile
VGTSystem radial tile

VGTSystem Compounds

single fired
double fired
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VGTSystem Standard Tile

Our standard tile with outstanding 
oxidation and corrosion resistance.

Our standard tile was developed with a 
view to the most universal use 
possible. Beacuse of this it is also 
possible to combine our tiles with 
other common systems.

We manufacture our tiles as 2tube 
and 3tube tiles, which achieve 
marvellous abrasion and oxidation 
values due to their outstanding raw 
material quality and our knowhow in 
production.

With our standard tiles, you will easily 
achieve the operation of your system 
until the next regular inspection and 
far beyond.

Tube wall

backfilling compound

VGT standard tile

retaining pin



VGTSystem Radial Tile

Many inceneration chambers contain 
areas with radii, bends or other 
impassabilities.

With our VGTSystem radial tiles, our 
customers are optimally equipped to 
achieve optimum heat transfer, and 
thus energy efficiency, even in these 
areas.

We manufacture our radial tiles in 
shapes that completely correspond to 
the requirement profile of our 
customers. For short reaction times 
and the realisation of almost any 
desired geometry, we can fall back on 
our inhouse mould construction, 
which, consisting of carpentry, 
metalworking and 3Dprinting, 
combines all the materials and 
manufacturing methods of modern 

mould construction. Because of this 
almost any radius and any geometry 
can be reproduced. This enables our 
customers to implement refractories in 
every area of their plant, which 
completely eliminates the need for 
concrete linings that are susceptible 
for cracking.
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tube wall

backfilling compound

VGT radial tile

retaining pin



VGTSystem Compounds

For backfilling of our tube wall 
protection tiles, we produce various 
special compounds for our customers.

These compounds are very flowable 
special concretes with a high bulk 
density.

It is possible to obtain our masses as 
SIC concrete with an SIC content of 
up to 80%. With increasing SIC 
content, higher thermal conductivities 
can be achieved in order to achieve 
maximum efficiency in heat transfer.

We also produce compounds with 
different aluminium oxide contents, 
which are suitable for use as thermal 
isolation.

We supply our compounds as  
complete packages in bags with the 
appropriate amount of superplasticiser. 
These can be mixed on site in 
standard compulsory mixers.
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Data Sheet Sica 81VN
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Application example:
Nitrideceramic bonded SiC grade for highly abrasive stresses in waste incineration plants and general industrial furnace
furnace construction (e.g. slide rails) and as kiln furniture.
This grade also has very good oxidation resistance in atmospheres containing water vapour.



VGTSystem Product Pictures
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